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Quantum Hall matrix models are simple, solvable quantum mechanical systems which capture the physics

of certain fractional quantum Hall states. Recently, it was shown that the Hall viscosity can be extracted from

the matrix model for Laughlin states. Here we extend this calculation to the matrix models for a class of non-

Abelian quantum Hall states. These states, which were previously introduced by Blok and Wen, arise from

the conformal blocks of Wess-Zumino-Witten conformal field theory models. We show that the Hall viscosity

computed from the matrix model coincides with a result of Read, in which the Hall viscosity is determined in

terms of the weights of primary operators of an associated conformal field theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Hall matrix models provide examples of solv-

able many-body quantum systems. The ground states of these

theories coincide with well-known quantum Hall states, both

Abelian [1] and non-Abelian [2]. Meanwhile, the partition

function of these models reproduces the edge dynamics of the

corresponding boundary chiral conformal field theory (CFT)

[3].

Recently, it was shown how one can extract the transport

coefficient known as the Hall viscosity from the matrix model

for the Laughlin states [4]. The purpose of this article is to

extend this computation to the matrix models describing non-

Abelian quantum Hall states. As we will see, this makes con-

tact with a general result due to Read, in which the Hall vis-

cosity is related to the dimension of a certain primary operator

in the boundary CFT [5]. Furthermore this provides a more

non-trivial connection between the matrix models and the ge-

ometric response properties of fractional quantum Hall states.

In the remainder of this introduction, we describe some of

the necessary background material on Hall viscosity. We will

introduce the relevant matrix models in Section II, and the

calculation of the Hall viscosity for the non-Abelian quantum

Hall states can be found in Section III. We note here that in

Section III we give only a brief review of how the Hall viscos-

ity can be extracted from the matrix model. Readers interested

in the full details of this procedure should consult Ref. 4.

A. Review of Hall Viscosity

The Hall viscosity ηH , first introduced in [6], characterises

the response of a state to changes in the geometry, and has

been the focus of much subsequent interest [5, 7–17]. In ad-

dition, it is now known that Hall viscosity is just one aspect

of a larger program of study focusing on the geometric prop-

erties of fractional quantum Hall states [18–28]. In generic
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fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states, the Hall viscosity is

quantised as [5]

ηH =
~S
4
ρ0,

where ρ0 is the average density of the Hall state, given by

ρ0 = ν
2πℓ2

B

where ν the filling fraction, and ℓ2B = ~

eB is the

square of the magnetic length (here B is the magnetic field

and −e < 0 is the electronic charge). The quantised nature of

the Hall viscosity lies in the fact that S ∈ Z; this integer is re-

ferred to as the shift, and it represents an order one correction

to the usual relation Nφ = ν−1N between N , the number of

electrons in a FQH state, and Nφ, the number of flux quanta

of the magnetic field piercing the sample, when the FQH state

is placed on a sphere. Indeed, on the sphere one has [29]

Nφ = ν−1N − S .

For the Laughlin states, with ν = 1/k, the shift is given by

S = k. This means that the Hall viscosity is actually indepen-

dent of the level k for Laughlin states, since Sρ0 = 1/(2πℓ2B).
Some years ago, Haldane suggested that there is more to

this formula than meets the eye [11, 12]. He argued that the

Hall viscosity should be viewed as the sum of two terms

ηH = ηLO + ηGC,

referred to as the Landau orbit and guiding center contribu-

tions respectively. The Landau orbit contribution comes from

the cyclotron motion of the electrons in the external magnetic

field. For states in the lowest Landau level, it is given by

ηLO =
~ρ0
4

. (1.1)

Note that the Landau orbit contribution is non-vanishing even

for integer quantum Hall states. The guiding center contribu-

tion is more interesting; it is non-vanishing only in fractional

quantum Hall states, and can be related to the electric dipole

moment per unit length along the edge of the state [17]. Each

of these contributions (Landau orbit and guiding center) is in-

dividually quantised and, correspondingly, the shift can be de-

composed as [27, 28]

S = 2(s+ ς) . (1.2)
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Here s ∈ 1

2
Z is associated to the Landau orbit contribu-

tion. Meanwhile, ς ∈ 1

2
Z (an alternative “sigma” symbol)

is the anisospin, and is associated to the guiding center con-

tribution1. Note that the Laughlin state with ν = 1/k has

ς = (k − 1)/2, and so the guiding center Hall viscosity does

distinguish between different states.

Projecting to the lowest Landau level yields only the guid-

ing center contribution to the Hall viscosity. This fact will

be important for us, so we offer a fuller explanation. For a

trial quantum Hall wave function, the total Hall viscosity can

be computed using the generators of area-preserving defor-

mations of the full electron coordinates [11, 12, 17]. Those

generators break up into a sum of a guiding center part and a

Landau orbit part, and these two parts give rise to the guid-

ing center and Landau orbit contributions to the Hall viscos-

ity [11, 12, 17]. However, if we first project into the lowest

Landau level and then calculate the Hall viscosity, we would

do the calculation using the projected area-preserving defor-

mation generators, and the projected generators would consist

only of the guiding center part. As a result, the Hall viscosity

computed after the projection would contain only the guiding

center part. We will see this explicitly in the matrix model

computations later in the paper.

The low-energy effective description of quantum Hall states

offers a useful perspective on the story above. The simplest

such description is a topological field theory. For the Laugh-

lin states, with ν = 1/k, this theory involves an emergent dy-

namical U(1) gauge field a, coupled to the background elec-

tromagnetic gauge field A. To capture the response to the ge-

ometry, we also introduce a backgroundO(2) spin connection

ω. The low-energy dynamics is then described by the Chern-

Simons theory

S =
~k

4π

∫

ada− e

2π

∫

Ada− ~S
4π

∫

adω . (1.3)

More recently, it was suggested that there is a more general

effective field theory, in which one moves beyond the strictly

topological sector [27, 28]. In this framework, the decom-

position of the shift (1.2) is particularly natural. One intro-

duces a second, dynamical spin connection ω̂, whose role is

to describe the lowest energy, gapped spin 2 density pertur-

bations seen in quantum Hall states, often referred to as the

magnetoroton, or Girvin-MacDonald-Platzman (GMP) mode

[30]. This new “bi-metric” theory contains two mixed gauge-

gravitational Chern-Simons terms, with quantised coefficients

S =
~k

4π

∫

ada− e

2π

∫

Ada− ~s

2π

∫

adω − ~ς

2π

∫

adω̂ + . . .

where . . . includes dynamical information about the propagat-

ing mode. Note that the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for the spin

1 The terminology anisospin was introduced in [27, 28], and refers to the fact

that ς captures the response of the system to anisotropy. This coefficient

is related to the guiding center spin sGC defined by Haldane [11, 12] as

sGC = −ς . A useful table listing the values of ς in several different families

of FQH states can be found in Appendix A of [28].

connection ω (and also ω̂) implies that the coefficients s and

ς are quantised as s, ς ∈ 1

2
Z, as opposed to being restricted

to integer values.2 At long wavelengths, the equation of mo-

tion requires ω̂ = ω, and the dynamical theory above reduces

to the purely topological theory (1.3), with the shift given by

(1.2).

Hall Viscosity: The View from the Boundary

It has long been known that the edge modes of the quan-

tum Hall state carry a surprising amount of information about

the bulk. The key idea dates back to Moore and Read [31],

who showed that the bulk quantum Hall wavefunctions could

be reinterpreted as conformal blocks of the boundary CFT.

Specifically, one can construct a trial quantum Hall wavefunc-

tion using the ansatz

Ψtrial(z1, . . . , zN) = Ψcharge(z1, . . . , zN)

× 〈O(z1) · · · O(zN )〉CFT ,
(1.4)

where z1, . . . , zN are the (holomorphic) electron coordinates.

The first factor, Ψcharge, is a correlation function of a free,

compact boson; this gives a Laughlin-like contribution to the

wavefunction and determines the filling fraction ν. (If the

action for the free boson is normalized to have a coefficient

of 1/8π, then the filling fraction is given by ν = R−2,

where R is the radius of the boson.) The second factor,

〈O(z1) · · ·O(zN )〉CFT, is a correlation function in a different

CFT and determines other properties of the Hall state, includ-

ing any non-Abelian statistics.

The electron creation operator on the boundary is identified

with O(z), weighted with a vertex operator from the compact

boson. The operator O(z) is a primary field in the CFT. It

must also satisfy a more technical property: it must be a sim-

ple current which, roughly speaking, means there is a unique

fusion channel when it is fused any other primary operator.

In [5], Read studied quantum Hall states of the form (1.4)

defined on a torus. By adiabatically varying the modular pa-

rameter (i.e. the aspect ratio) of the torus, he was able to de-

termine the Hall viscosity in terms of the boundary CFT data;

it is given by

ηH =
~

2

(
1

2ν
+ hO

)

ρ0 , (1.5)

where hO is the conformal weight of the primary field O(z).
Since the state (1.4) lies in the lowest Landau level, the gener-

alisation of Read’s result to the guiding center Hall viscosity

2 In more detail, if M is the two-dimensional space and ω is the spin con-

nection for M, then by Gauss-Bonnet,
∫

M
dω = 2πχ, where χ is the

Euler characteristic of M and is an even integer for orientable M. The

main point is that
∫

M
dω is an even integer multiple of 2π, as opposed to

just an integer multiple of 2π (which is the case for ordinary U(1) gauge

fields obeying the Dirac quantization condition).
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is straightforward: we simply subtract off the constant Landau

orbit contribution (1.1). We are left with

ηGC =
~

2

(
1

2ν
− 1

2
+ hO

)

ρ0 . (1.6)

We will make contact with this formula later in the paper.

II. A MATRIX MODEL FOR NON-ABELIAN QUANTUM

HALL STATES

In this section we describe a matrix model for non-Abelian

quantum Hall states. As we will see, our particular matrix

model describes a class of states first introduced by Blok and

Wen [32]. These are the Hall states that are described by

U(p)k bulk Chern-Simons theory or, equivalently, by U(p)k
Wess-Zumino-Witten CFTs on the boundary.

A. Overview of the Matrix Model

The matrix model is quantum mechanical system, compris-

ing a pair of N × N Hermitian matrices Xa(t), a = 1, 2,

and a set of p vectors ϕα(t), α = 1, . . . , p, each of dimension

N . These are coupled through one further Hermitian matrix,

A0(t), which should be viewed as a U(N) gauge field. The

action is given by

SMM = −
∫

dt Tr
{eB

2
ǫabX

aD0X
b + ~(k + p)A0 (2.1)

+
eBω

2
δabX

aXb
}

+

p
∑

α=1

∫

dt iϕT
αD0ϕα .

Here the covariant time derivatives are defined by3

D0X
b = Ẋb − i[A0, X

b]M (2.2)

D0ϕ = ϕ̇− iA0ϕ . (2.3)

The action (2.1) describes the dynamics of N particles, each

of charge −e (with e > 0), moving in a magnetic field B and

projected to the lowest Landau level. The positions of these

particles are, roughly speaking, to be thought of as the eigen-

values of the matrices Xa. (Here, the “roughly speaking” is

because these matrices do not commute with each other, and

so are not simultaneously diagonalisable.) The idea that the

dynamics of N particles can be described by an N × N ma-

trix is familiar from D-brane physics [33] and, indeed, from

random matrix theory. However, it may be less familiar in a

condensed matter context. We will elaborate on this interpre-

tation as we go along.

3 A comment on notation: we use [·, ·]M to denote a commutator of classical

matrix variables, and [·, ·], with no subscript, for a commutator of quantum

operators. Relatedly, ϕT
α denotes the row vector whose components are

the complex conjugates of the components of the column vector ϕα. We

reserve † to denote Hermitian conjugation of quantum operators.

The matrix model with p = 1 was first introduced by Poly-

chronakos in [1] and, as we review below, reproduces the

Laughlin states at filling fraction ν = 1/(k + 1). The ma-

trix model with p > 1 has an SU(p) global symmetry and

was shown to describe non-Abelian quantum Hall states in

[2]. (This model was previously discussed in [34], albeit with

a somewhat different interpretation.)

The action for the matrix model enjoys a U(N) gauge sym-

metry, under which the fields transform as

Xa → V XaV T and ϕα → V ϕα , (2.4)

andA0 → V A0V
T
+ iV V̇ T , where V (t) is a time-dependent

U(N) matrix (and V T is its transpose conjugate). More

precisely, the action is usually invariant under such gauge

transformations, but not always. The culprit is the quan-

tum mechanical Chern-Simons term, proportional to TrA0.

Suppose that we compactify the time direction, so that t ∈
[0, T ), and impose periodic boundary conditions. Then the

action is not invariant under large gauge transformations, in

which V (t) winds around the temporal circle, using fact that

Π1(U(N)) = Z. This, of course, is a standard story: the ac-

tion SMM is not invariant, but the quantum theory depends only

on eiSMM/~, and this is invariant provided that the coefficient

of the Chern-Simons term is quantised. In the present case,

this requires

k + p ∈ Z .

Since p ∈ Z, we clearly must have k ∈ Z. In what follows, we

take k > 0. The same condition also arises in the canonical

quantisation approach, as we will see below.

Before proceeding, we pause to explain a little more about

the origin of the matrix model. The original motivation (for

the p = 1 matrix model) came from work of Susskind, who

proposed a hydrodynamic description of the quantum Hall

fluid in terms of Chern-Simons theory on a non-commutative

plane [35]. This can be viewed as the N → ∞ limit of Poly-

chronakos’s matrix model, in which the ϕ field becomes re-

dundant, and the matricesXa become coordinates on the non-

commutative plane.

Subsequently, an alternative interpretation of the matrix

model was given in [36, 37], where it was shown that it de-

scribes the dynamics of N vortices in (ordinary) U(p) Chern-

Simons theory, coupled to non-relativistic scalar fields. To

see this connection, we first elucidate some further structure

of the matrix model. The gauge field A0 acts as a Lagrange

multiplier, enforcing the Gauss law constraint,

G ≡ ieB[X1, X2]M + ~(k+ p)I−
p

∑

α=1

ϕαϕ
T
α = 0 , (2.5)

where I is the N ×N identity matrix. Working in the A0 = 0
gauge, physically distinct field configurations consist of ma-

trices Xa and vectors ϕα, subject to the constraint (2.5), and

the gauge quotient (2.4). Solutions to these equations can

be thought of as parametrising a manifold M of dimension

dim(M) = 2Np. Because the original action (2.1) is first

order in time derivatives, rather than second order, M is the

phase space of our system.
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Yet this same manifold M, defined by equations (2.4) and

(2.5), has appeared elsewhere: these equations are known to

describe the configuration space (usually referred to as moduli

space) of BPS vortices in U(p) gauge theories. This statement

was originally shown using D-brane techniques [38], and sub-

sequently received a more mathematically rigorous treatment

in [39]. Since the matrix model treats M as a phase space,

rather than configuration space, it can be viewed as enacting a

geometric quantisation of the moduli space of vortices.

Finally, we are left with the Hamiltonian of the matrix

model. This is simply

HMM =
eBω

2
Tr{δabXaXb} . (2.6)

This has the interpretation of a harmonic trap, with strength

determined by the frequency ω, encouraging the fluid of par-

ticles to cluster near the origin.

B. Quantization and Ground State

We now give a brief discussion of the quantization of the

matrix model and the construction of the quantum ground

state. The quantization of the matrix model was first de-

scribed in [1, 40]. Each of the components of the matricesXa,
and vectors ϕα, now become operators on a quantum Hilbert

space. We use lowercase Latin indices j, k, ℓ, . . . from the

middle of the alphabet4 to label the matrix elements of Xa

and the components of ϕα, for example (Xa)jk and ϕj
α (with

j, k = 1, . . . , N ).

As in [4], we parametrize the matrices Xa(t) in terms of

a set of N2 real scalar variables xaA(t), A = 0, . . . , N2 − 1,

by expanding Xa(t) using a set of generators TA of the Lie

algebra su(N),

Xa(t) = xa0(t)
I√
N

+

N2−1∑

A=1

xaA(t)T
A .

We choose to normalize5 the generators as tr{TATB} = δAB .

For later convenience we also define T 0 := I√
N

. With this

definition the relation tr{TATB} = δAB holds for all values

of A,B including 0. In the quantized theory the xaA variables

obey the commutation relations

[x1A, x
2
B] = iℓ2BδAB . (2.7)

We further define

zA =
1

ℓB
√
2
(x1A + ix2A) and bjα =

1√
~
ϕj
α , (2.8)

4 The index k should not be confused with the level of the Chern-Simons

term in (2.1).
5 In the fundamental representation the correct normalization is

tr{TATB} = 1

2
δAB . However, since we are only using these

generators as a basis for the space of N × N matrices, we are free to

choose a normalization which is convenient for this purpose.

where ℓ2B = ~/(eB) is the usual magnetic length. The zA pro-

vide complex coordinates on the plane. Correspondingly, we

write z†A = 1

ℓB
√
2
(x1A − ix2A), and b†α,j = 1√

~
ϕα,j . For later

use we also define the matrix Z† whose components (Z†)jk
are quantum operators,

(Z†)jk =
N2−1∑

A=0

z†A(T
A)jk ,

where we remind the reader that T 0 := I/
√
N .

Upon quantization, the Poisson brackets of (2.1) turn into

commutators in the usual fashion. The resulting commutation

relations are

[

zA, z
†
B

]

= δAB

[

bjα, b
†
β,ℓ

]

= δαβδ
j
ℓ ,

together with [zA, b
j
α] = [zA, b

†
α,ℓ] = 0. These, of course, are

simply a collection of harmonic oscillator creation and anni-

hilation operators. The Fock vacuum, |0〉, is defined to obey

zA|0〉 = bjα|0〉 = 0. All other states in the Fock space are

built by acting with creation operators z†A and b†α,ℓ. The com-

plication is that not all these states are physical; any physical

state |ψ〉 must obey the quantum version of the Gauss’ law

constraint (2.5):

GA|ψ〉 = 0 for A = 0, . . . , N2 − 1 . (2.9)

Here GA are obtained from the contraction of G from Eq. 2.5

with the generators TA as GA = Gj
k(T

A)kj . As explained

in [1], the equations (2.9) have two distinct components. The

traceless part (corresponding to A = 1, . . .N2 − 1) requires

that physical states are singlets under the SU(N) ⊂ U(N)
gauge group. On the other hand, the trace of the constraint

(corresponding to A = 0) tells us that physical states carry a

specific charge under U(1) ⊂ U(N),

p
∑

α=1

bjαb
†
α,j|ψ〉 = N(k + p)|ψ〉 .

This is the role played by the Chern-Simons term in the matrix

model. After exchanging the order of bjα and b†α,j using their

commutation relation, this becomes

p
∑

α=1

b†α,jb
j
α|ψ〉 = Nk|ψ〉 . (2.10)

We learn that all physical states must carry charge Nk under

the U(1) ⊂ U(N). Note that the left-hand side is a number

operator and so clearly an integer. The same must be true of

the right-hand side. In this way, we see again that the matrix

model requires k ∈ Z.

The Hamiltonian for the matrix model (in the A0 = 0
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gauge), takes the form

HMM =
eBω

2

N2−1∑

A=0

δabx
a
Ax

b
A

= ~ω




N2

2
+

N2−1∑

A=0

z†AzA



 . (2.11)

We recognise the first term as the zero-point energy of N2

harmonic oscillators. The second term is the number of zA
quanta contained in a state.

This, then, is our task: to construct the physical Hilbert

space we must form SU(N) singlets with exactly Nk excited

b†α,j quanta. The energy of these states is proportional to the

number of the excited z†A quanta.

The physical ground state of the matrix model is the phys-

ical state with the fewest z†A excitations. For p > 1, this

was constructed in [2], and follows closely the earlier work

in [1, 40]. First, for any integer r ≥ 0 we construct what a

particle physicist would refer to as a “baryon operator”,

B†(r)j1···jp := ǫα1···αp [b†α1
(Z†)r]j1 · · · [b†αp

(Z†)r]jp .

This operator is, by construction, a singlet under the SU(p)
global symmetry of the matrix model, but transforms in the pth

antisymmetric representation of the SU(N) gauge symmetry.

To proceed, life is simplest if we assume thatN is divisible by

p. (See [2] for the more general case.) We can then construct

a “baryon of baryons”, which is a singlet under both SU(p)
and SU(N),

B̃ := ǫj1···jNB†(0)j1···jpB†(1)jp+1···j2p

· · · B†(N/p− 1)jN−p+1···jN .

This operator is the SU(N) singlet with the fewest z†A exci-

tations. It carries charge N under the U(1) ⊂ U(N) gauge

symmetry. Since physical states must carry charge kN , we

learn that the unique ground state of the matrix model is then

given by

|ψ0〉 = B̃k|0〉 . (2.12)

The Filling Fraction

The quantum Hall states (2.12) are written in an abstract

form. However, as we describe in more detail in Section II C,

it turns out that these are well known quantum Hall states.

First we explain how to compute the filling fraction of the

states (2.12).

The filling fraction can be determined by the radius of the

disc of Hall fluid which, in turn, is determined by the an-

gular momentum of the state. The angular momentum op-

erator in the matrix model is straightforward to identify: it

is the Noether charge associated to rotations Z → eiαZ

(Z ∼ X1 + iX2), given by

L = −eB
2

N2−1∑

A=0

δab x
a
Ax

b
A

= −~




N2

2
+

N2−1∑

A=0

z†AzA



 . (2.13)

To compute the angular momentum in the ground state |ψ0〉
we note that each baryon operator B†(r)j1···jp contains pr zA
quanta. The total number of zA quanta in the state |ψ0〉 is then

kp

N/p−1
∑

r=0

r =
kN

2

(
N

p
− 1

)

.

The angular momentum,L0, of the ground state (2.12) is then

given by

L0 = −~

[
N2

2
+
kN

2
N

(
N

p
− 1

)]

= −~

(
k + p

p

)
N2

2
+ ~

kN

2
. (2.14)

The filling fraction can be read off from the coefficient of the

leading N2 term; it is

ν =
p

k + p
. (2.15)

This gives the mean density of the state,

ρ0 =
ν

2πℓ2B
=

(
p

k + p

)
1

2πℓ2B
. (2.16)

Note that since ρ0 = N/A, the area of the quantum Hall

droplet is

A = 2πℓ2B

(
k + p

p

)

N . (2.17)

In particular, the area is extensive (i.e., linear in N ).

C. Comparison to Blok-Wen States

The abstract states (2.12) represent well known quantum

Hall states. For p = 1, they are simply the Laughlin states,

with filling fraction ν = 1/(k + 1). Meanwhile, for p > 1,

they are a class of states first constructed by Blok and Wen

[32] with filling fraction (2.15). In this section, we give a

brief description of how these states are identified and, for the

Blok-Wen states, some of their defining properties.

Let us start with the Laughlin states that arise in the matrix

model with p = 1. Here, the ground state (2.12) can be written

as

|ψ0〉 =
(

ǫj1...jN b†j1 [b
†Z†]j2 [b

†(Z†)2]j3 . . . [ b
†(Z†)N−1]jN

)k

|0〉
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which has the same formal structure as the power of the Van-

dermonde determinant that appears in the Laughlin state6.

To make the connection with the Laughlin state more pre-

cise, one can study the wave function ψ0(Z) = 〈Z|ψ0〉 ob-

tained by taking the inner product of |ψ0〉 with a coherent

state |Z〉 for the operator Ẑ , as first explained by Karabali

and Sakita [41, 42]. The coherent state |Z〉 is defined by7

Ẑj
k|Z〉 = Zj

k|Z〉. After obtaining ψ0(Z) in this way, one

can go further and express this wave function in terms of only

the eigenvalues zj , j = 1, . . . , N, of the complex matrix Z ,

so that ψ0(Z) → ψ0(z1, . . . , zN ). The net result of this anal-

ysis is that, at large distances, so that the separation between

particles is greater than ℓB , the wave function ψ0(z1, . . . , zN)
coincides with the Laughlin wave function at filling fraction

ν = 1/(k+1). (The shift from k to k+1 can be traced to the

Jacobian factor which arises in moving from the matrix Z to

its eigenvalues.)

For p > 1, the story is similar, but comes with an impor-

tant extra ingredient: each particle carries an internal “spin”

degree of freedom, transforming in a particular representation

of SU(p). To see this, we need only look at the matrix model

for N = 1, describing a single particle. The ground state

(2.12) is no longer unique (since N = 1 is not divisible by p)

but instead takes the form

|ψ0〉α1...αk
= b†α1

. . . b†αk
|0〉 . (2.18)

This lack of uniqueness reflects the internal degree of freedom

of the particle. Since each bα transforms in the fundamental

of SU(p), the single particle ground state transforms in the

kth symmetric representation of SU(p).

The multi-particle states (2.12) can then be viewed as spin

singlet quantum Hall states, where each particle transforms in

the kth symmetric representation of SU(p). Explicit forms of

the resulting wavefunctions can be found in [2].

The description above, in terms of spin-singlet states, is

rather different from the original construction of Blok and

Wen [32]. They constructed their eponymous states as con-

formal blocks of the SU(p)k Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW)

model. In other words, the Blok-Wen states can be written in

the form (1.4). To specify the state, one must decide which

primary operator O is associated to the electron. The pri-

mary operators of the SU(p)k WZW model are labeled by

the representations of SU(p), with the restriction that the cor-

responding Young diagram has no more than k boxes in its up-

per row. The restriction that O form a simple current is more

restrictive: it was shown in [43] that there are p such simple

currents, which we denote as On with n = 0, . . . , p− 1. Here

O0 = I is the identity operator, while On transforms in the

6 The power of the Vandermonde determinant which appears in the ν =
1/m Laughlin state can be rewritten as

∏

1≤j<k≤N (zj − zk)
m =

[

−ǫj1···jN z0j1z
1

j2
· · · zN−1

jN

]m
.

7 Here Ẑj
k =

∑N2−1

A=0
ẑA(TA)jk . In this paragraph only, we use a hat to

distinguish quantum operators from c-numbers.

representation corresponding to the Young diagram

n

{

k
︷ ︸︸ ︷

.

In words, this is the k-fold symmetrization of the nth anti-

symmetric representation. The statement that these operators

are simple currents means that they fuse only among them-

selves. Indeed, one finds that the operator product expansion

of On(z) with Om(z′) has the form

On(z)Om(z′) ∼
1

(z − z′)hm+hn−hm+n mod p
Om+n mod p(z

′) + . . . ,

where hm is the conformal weight of On and the ellipses de-

note terms which are regular as z → z′.
The Blok-Wen states are built from correlation functions

of the primary operator O = O1, transforming in the same

kth symmetric representation of SU(p) as the ground states

(2.18) of the matrix model for a single particle. The fact that

this is the same representation as the particles in the matrix

model is the first clue that the two states are the same. A full

explanation of the equivalence can be found in [2].

Given that the Blok-Wen states can be written in terms of

conformal blocks (1.4), we are in a position to apply Read’s

formula (1.6) to determine the Hall viscosity of this state. For

this, we need the conformal weight hn of the operators On.

This is given by (see, for example, Section 3 of [43]),

hn =
k

2p
n(p− n) . (2.19)

Using this, together with the expression for the filling fraction

(2.15), we find that the guiding center contribution to the Hall

viscosity is expected to be

ηGC =
~

2

(
k + p

2p
− 1

2
+

k

2p
(p− 1)

)

ρ0 =
~k

4
ρ0 . (2.20)

The apparent lack of dependence on the underlying SU(p)
symmetry is illusory: the density ρ0 depends on both k and

p as seen in (2.16). However, the anisospin, defined by

ηGC = 1

2
~ςρ0, is given by ς = k/2 and is independent of

p. In the next section we show that the Hall viscosity of the

matrix model coincides with the guiding center Hall viscosity

(2.20) of the Blok-Wen states.

III. HALL VISCOSITY IN THE MATRIX MODEL

The computation of the Hall viscosity from the quantum

Hall matrix model with p = 1 was performed recently in [4].

In many ways, the computation is straightforward: indeed,

as we will explain below, one can extract the Hall viscosity

from the angular momentum (2.14). The difficult part is to

understand how to do this.
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In general, the Hall viscosity of a quantum Hall state can

be computed by studying the response of that state to time-

dependent area-preserving deformations (APDs). In the con-

text of the matrix model, these APDs should be applied to the

matrix coordinatesXa; it was shown in [4] that the APDs are

generated by the operators

Λ
ab =

1

4ℓ2B

N2−1∑

A=0

{xaA, xbA} , (3.1)

where {·, ·} denotes an anti-commutator and xaA are the real

scalar variables that we introduced in Eq. (2.7) (and recall that

these variables become Hermitian operators in the quantized

theory, with commutation relations given in Eq. (2.7)). These

operators obey the Lie algebra of the group SL(2,R),

[Λab,Λcd] =
i

2

(
ǫbcΛad + ǫbdΛac + ǫacΛbd + ǫadΛbc

)
.

(3.2)

Finite APDs are specified by a symmetric matrix α of “strain

parameters,” with components αab = αba. For the case of

a spatially uniform APD the components αab are constants.

The finite APD specified by α is implemented by the unitary

operatorU(α) = eiαabΛ
ab

, and this operator acts on the matrix

elements of the noncommutative coordinates as

U(α)(Xa)jkU(α)† = (Xa)jk+ǫ
abαbc(X

c)jk+ · · · . (3.3)

These operators perform the same deformation on every ma-

trix element (Xa)jk ofXa. Therefore, we can identify the op-

erators Λab as the correct generators of APDs of the full non-

commutative (i.e., matrix-valued) coordinates Xa. For more

details on this identification, and for a comparison with the

APD generators of the electron coordinates in the quantum

Hall problem, we refer the reader to Ref. 4.

The Hall viscosity tensor for the matrix model is defined

as follows. First, we define a generalized force F ab asso-

ciated with an APD of the matrix model Hamiltonian. Let

HMM(α) = U(α)HMMU(α)† be the deformed Hamiltonian.

Then the generalized force is F ab = −∂HMM(α)/∂αab

∣
∣
α=0

.

Next, we subject the system to a time-dependent APD speci-

fied by a symmetric matrix α(t), and we study the expectation

value of the generalized force F ab in the ground state |ψ(t)〉
of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation with Hamilto-

nian HMM(α(t)). More precisely, we study the expectation

value 〈ψ(t)|U(α(t))F abU(α(t))†|ψ(t)〉, where the operator

U(α(t))F abU(α(t))† is equal to the force F ab expressed in

terms of the deformed coordinates (i.e. we view the APD

as an active transformation of the system [16]). In addition,

we assume that the strain parameters vanish at the initial time

t0, αab(t0) = 0, so that |ψ(t0)〉 is equal to the ground state

|ψ0〉 of the undeformed Hamiltonian HMM. Under these as-

sumptions the expectation value of U(α(t))F abU(α(t))† has

an expansion in terms of time derivatives of α(t) which takes

the form

〈ψ(t)|U(α(t))F abU(α(t))†|ψ(t)〉
= 〈ψ0|F ab|ψ0〉+ Γabcdα̇cd(t) + . . . ,

(3.4)

where Γabcd is a tensor which is independent of α(t), and the

ellipses denote terms which are higher order in time deriva-

tives of α(t). The Hall viscosity tensor ηabcd
MM

of the matrix

model is then equal to

ηabcd
MM

=
Γabcd

A , (3.5)

where A denotes the area of the droplet of quantum Hall

fluid represented by the ground state of the matrix model.

The physical meaning of the tensor ηabcd
MM

is that it de-

termines the linear response of the “generalized stress”
1

AU(α(t))F abU(α(t))† to the “rate of strain” α̇cd(t).

When the system has rotational symmetry the four index

tensor ηabcd
MM

has only one independent coefficient, which we

denote by ηMM. In [4] it was shown that this coefficient can be

expressed in terms of the total angular momentum L0 of the

ground state |ψ0〉 as

ηMM =
1

2

L0

A . (3.6)

At this stage, there is a slight complication: the Hall viscos-

ity coefficient computed from L0 given in (2.14) diverges as

N → ∞. This arises because of the term inL0 proportional to

N2 (recall from Eq. (2.17) that A is proportional to N for the

matrix model). To handle this divergent term we take the same

approach as in [4] and use the regularization procedure of Park

and Haldane [17]. Park and Haldane noted that the term in

L0 proportional to N2 represents the orbital angular momen-

tum of the quantum Hall fluid, and they proposed a regular-

ization procedure in which this term is simply subtracted to

define the regularized Hall viscosity. Their rationale for this

was that, after this subtraction, the regularized Hall viscosity

coefficient is proportional to the spin angular momentum per

particle, which is identified with the coefficient of the term in

L0 proportional to N , in accordance with the physical inter-

pretation of the Hall viscosity coefficient given in [5, 13]. To

this end we define

Lorb = −~

(
k + p

p

)
N2

2
, (3.7)

and then the regularized Hall viscosity coefficient for the ma-

trix model is given by

ηMM,reg =
L0 − Lorb

2A =
~k

4
ρ0 . (3.8)

The result exactly matches the guiding center Hall viscosity

of the Blok-Wen states (2.20), as calculated using Read’s for-

mula (1.6), and the relevant input from the boundary CFT.

Therefore, as in [4], we find that the matrix model captures

the guiding center contribution to the Hall viscosity, but lacks

the trivial Landau orbit contribution ~ρ0/4. As in [4], the rea-

son for this can be traced back to the fact that the matrix model

describes the corresponding quantum Hall state after projec-

tion into the lowest Landau level, and all information about

the Landau orbit degrees of freedom is lost in this projection.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have extended the Hall viscosity calculation of Ref. 4

to the quantum Hall matrix model for the Blok-Wen series of

non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall states [2, 3]. Our result

for the Hall viscosity of the non-Abelian matrix model is in

complete agreement with the expected result for the Blok-Wen

states as derived from Read’s general formula for the Hall vis-

cosity of quantum Hall trial states constructed from conformal

blocks in a CFT [5]. More precisely, we find that the matrix

model captures the guiding center part of the Hall viscosity of

the Blok-Wen states, but lacks the trivial Landau orbit contri-

bution, and this can be traced back to the fact that the matrix

model describes the quantum Hall states after projection into

the lowest Landau level.

A reachable goal for future work would be to study the den-

sity profile near the boundary of the quantum Hall droplet de-

scribed by the matrix model. Previous studies of the boundary

of Laughlin, and other, fractional quantum Hall states have re-

vealed the presence of a boundary double layer accompanied

by an electric dipole moment per unit length with a quantised

value [44]. Remarkably, this edge dipole moment has also

been shown to be directly related to the Hall viscosity in the

bulk [17, 45] (see also Appendix C of Ref. 13). It would be

interesting to investigate this boundary layer physics, and the

relation to the bulk Hall viscosity, in the context of the exactly

solvable quantum Hall matrix models.
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